Beyond morbidity and mortality: the social and legal outcomes of non-accidental trauma.
Abusive head trauma (AHT) is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in the pediatric population. We aimed to assess the social and legal outcomes of AHT and determine if the rates of successful prosecution have changed over recent years. We utilized the trauma database at a single institution to identify all cases of AHT during two time periods: 1996-2001 and 2006-2010 then collected data from the Child Advocacy and Protection Team database. We characterized the social and legal outcomes and compared them between the two cohorts. A total of 254 patients (120 historic and 134 modern cohort) were included. Mortality rate was 19.7% and did not differ between the two cohorts. Thirty-seven percent of patients were discharged to foster care, this rate did not change across the two time periods. Suspected perpetrators pled guilty or were found guilty in only 74 cases (29%). However, when a case involved a fatality, perpetrators pled or were found guilty more often than in cases of a non-fatality (50 vs. 21.5%; p=0.0001). AHT results in fatality in approximately 1 in 5 cases, perpetrators are identified and found guilty in only 29% of the cases. Trauma surgeons need to be strong advocates for these vulnerable patients and actively participate in legal proceedings.